BLUE HEAVEN
HEADPHONE CABLE
Personal audio has taken the industry by storm. Whether you are
a personal audio aficionado, using your headphones as an
introduction to hi-fi sound, a mobile or desktop solution for your
listening needs, or as an “any hour” option in order to enjoy your
main system without disturbing the rest of your household or
neighbors, there is no denying that headphones are the new
staple in any music enthusiast’s rig. But just like all audio
components, they need a solid foundation to achieve their full
performance potential. Nordost’s Blue Heaven Headphone Cable
is a profound improvement over the sub-standard, detachable
wire provided with many headphones, elevating the listening
experience to new heights.
The Blue Heaven Headphone Cable offers a unique combination
of technological innovation, pliability and strength to make the
best interface for mid to high level headphones. Nordost uses 34
AWG 7/42 conductors, which are twisted into a Litz construction,
increasing flexibility, eliminating triboelectric noise within the
cable and improving upon its mechanical damping. Our
proprietary Micro Mono-Filament technology is then applied,
which involves individually wrapping each conductor with a
strand of FEP before being encased in extruded FEP insulation,
drastically improving the cable’s dielectric.

moved around and pulled on—durability matters. In order to
accommodate the added demands on our headphone cables,
Nordost has included an Aramid fiber strength member to the
construction of this cable. Aramid fibers serve a dual purpose.
Not only do they ensure the mechanical integrity of the cable,
transferring the strain away from the conductors, but the
resonating properties of Aramid fibers also enhance sound
quality.
The Blue Heaven Headphone Cable is terminated with a 3.5mm
stereo mini plug and is provided with a threaded 3.5mm to
6.3mm(1/4in) stereo phono adapter that easily and securely
screws onto the original termination. Due to the various
terminations available, the Blue Heaven Headphone Cable is
compatible with many different players in the headphone
market.
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34 AWG 7/42 Litz Wire Construction
Micro Mono-Filament technology
Low dielectric FEP insulation
Gold plated contact points
Handcrafted in the USA

Unlike many other cables, which are typically plugged in and left
alone, a headphone cable is constantly being changed out,
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